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Having started his Purpose tour back in March of last year, both Justin 
Bieber and his crew have certainly racked up the air miles entertaining 
crowds the world over. For the singer’s 2017 summer schedule, the 
Bieber touring party paid a visit to the UK for two headline performances 
- BST Hyde Park in London and Cardiff, Wales for a show in the 
Principality Stadium. With this being the later stages of the Purpose 
campaign, the crew were travelling with a lighter tour package than 
previous UK outings (see TPi’s December 2016 cover story). To fulfil the 
show’s audio requirements, Capital Sound were contracted to provide a 
complete PA package. With the prestige of the event, the London-based 
audio specialist decided it would be the perfect environment to show the 
capabilities of one of its newer PA offerings, the Outline GTO system.
 Capital Sound announced a sizable investment in the Outline PA back 
in January of last year, making it one of the major suppliers of the system 
in the UK. Over a year later and with the positive response the company 
has had to the system, the timing seemed right for the GTO to be used 
for a major international touring act. On the Cardiff show floor was Robin 
Conway, Capital Sound’s Project Manager. He summed up the response 
the Outline system has received since the investment: “We have had the 
Outline system in stock now for about 18 months and so far it has been 
really well-received. It’s an excellent loudspeaker option. The boxes have 
also been designed in such a way that makes them incredibly easy to 
fly. This is one of the larger shows we have brought it out on and we look 
forward to many more in the future.”

 Vincent ‘Vinnie’ Perreux represented Outline on the ground at the 
Cardiff show. Sporting some of the best facial hair in the industry, the audio 
technician recalled how he was first brought into the production: “I have 
been on the road for almost 27 years working with various companies in 
the industry, but currently I work on behalf of Outline handling their biggest 
tours.” Vinnie went onto explain why this particular show was special for 
Outline, adding: “The Outline GTO is still a new system compared to other 
competitors on the market. For this show we’ve specified the GTO as our 
main hang with the GTO C-12’s for out delays. You don’t often get to see the 
complete GTO family of loudspeakers out in force. But it’s a configuration 
we want to see in the future. It’s still early days for the system but getting it 
in front of the right engineers will hopefully build its reputation.”
 Bieber’s production took on the Outline system largely because of the 
working relationship Vinnie had formed with FOH Engineer Ken ‘Pooch’ 
Van Druten. Vinne continued: “I have known Pooch for a few years and for 
this show I acted as a ‘go-between’ with production and Capital Sound. 
Earlier this year Pooch sent me through his rider request when I suggested 
using the Outline system. After a back and forth that took about 10 days he 
was happy for me to proceed with the PA design. He is a very meticulous 
engineer and really wanted to know all the specs of the system but was 
more than happy with the result.”
 Prior to the show, Pooch told TPi about some of the challenges the 
audio rider had to overcome. “People pay lots of money to see Justin 
Bieber so I want to make sure every seat in the venue sounds amazing,” 
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Pooch began. “I put lots of pressure on my systems engineer and PA 
designers to make sure that it sounds the same in the ‘nosebleed’ seats as 
it does at FOH. One of the difficulties is the 150ft centre thrust, complete 
with automation, that puts Justin 80ft in the air. All of these factors make it 
difficult to have a live microphone in front of the PA.”  
 Pooch laid out the demands he made of Vinnie prior to the performance: 
“In the design we asked Vinnie to work on making 
sure he covered all around the thrust, but not 
squirt energy on the thrust, thereby making 
feedback issues. It’s a difficult thing to accomplish 
and he did a great job. Originally the speaker 
design was based on the roof of the stadium 
being open. The day before the show we found 
out it would be closed. Vinnie adjusted, and we 
had a great result!”
 After the show Pooch offered his thoughts 
on the system: “I have to admit, I had not heard 
the box prior to the show although my Systems 
Engineer, John Kaylor, had some experience 
with the system and thought it would be a good 
choice for the show. Even so, I really went out on 
a limb on this one, but I’m glad I did as the result 
was very good. After using it I’m surprised it is not 
on more riders. The frequency response, vertical 
and horizontal coverage, and overall speaker 
signature is competitive with all the other top line 
arrays out there. The only slight issues we had 
during the day were due to the venue’s weight 
restriction, we were unable to fly the subs in the 
way we would have liked. Having said that, it was 
still a great-sounding system!”  
 The rig comprised of a main hang of 15 GTOs 
on each side with a further 15 for the side hangs 
and three delay towers consisting of 15 GTO 

C-12’s with 3 Mantas 28’s on the underhang. The ground subs consisted of 
18 DBS18-2’s with 24 GTO SUBs flown. Finally, for in and out fills, a total of 12 
Mantas 28’s were deployed with 8 LIPF-082’S for front fills. “One of the main 
advantages to the Outline system is the consistency in quality it can bring 
from all sizes of shows,” stated Vinnie. “No matter the size of venue you can 
guarantee the quality that GTO family will deliver.”  

 Powering Capital’s Outline rig was a selection 
of Powersoft amplifiers. Conway explained: “We 
have the Powersoft K10’s driving the mains and 
side hangs with the X8’s for the flown subs as well 
as the in, out and front fills. We also had K10/20’s 
drive the ground subs. Every single amp was 
visible on the Capital Sound Digital Drive System 
control network and on the Powersoft Armonia 
Pro Audio Suite V10 app. This allowed complete 
system monitoring through the event at FOH. We 
at Capital have been big endorsers of Dante for 
some time now but this is the largest network I 
have ever put together. Once again it has proven 
itself!”
 Rounding off the gig, Pooch gave his final 
thoughts on the collaboration: “Capital Sound 
were very professional and organised. It was a 
pleasure to work with their team, and the team 
at Outline. Vinnie was also very organised and 
provided us with many drawings of predictive 
software plots and rigging that made us feel at 
ease that we were going to be taken care of.  Truly 
a winning combination!”
TPi
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“I have to admit, I had not 
heard the box prior to the show. 
I really went out on a limb on 
this one, but I’m glad I did as 
the result was very good. After 
using it, I’m surprised it’s not on 
more riders.”
Ken ‘Pooch’ Van Druten,
FOH Engineer


